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Overview

• Brief introduction to NPL & Underwater Acoustics 

Group

• Facilities – Acoustic Pressure Vessel

• Calibration methods

• Primary calibration

• Relative calibration methods

• Examples of results

• Summary
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National Physical Laboratory

• UK’s NMI

• Government-owned and operated 
laboratory 

• part of Department of Business 
Innovation and Skills (BIS)

• maintains, develops and disseminates 
primary standards for SI units

• research, development and knowledge 
transfer in measurement and materials 
science 

• ~620 staff, of which ~500 scientists
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Underwater Acoustics

facilities 

• two open tank facilities and an open water 

facility

• precision positioning systems

• internationally validated primary standard 

• free-field calibration from 250 Hz to 500 kHz

• services accredited to ISO17025

• sonar transducer characterisation (beam-plots 

and near-field scans)



Underwater Acoustics

• Response of acoustic transducers can be 

depend on depth and temperature

• Calibrations may not be undertaken in 

conditions representative of the deployment

• Laboratory tanks offer control of temperature, 

but little variability

• Open water test facilities suffer from 

seasonal temperature variations

• Difficult to determine the variation in free-

field response with depth or temperature in a 

controlled way
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Acoustic Pressure Vessel facility

• NPL Acoustic Pressure Vessel enables 

free-field acoustic measurements to be 

made at simulated ocean conditions

• frequency range:  a few kHz to 450 kHz

• free-field receive and transmit sensitivity

• electrical impedance

• directional response (beam-plots)

• acoustic properties of materials 

• (in the form of panels)
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Examples of non-acoustic work

• Open-water facility also 

used for ROV trials

• APV used for:
• integrity testing

• materials testing
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APV Specification

• The steel test chamber is 7.5 m long 

by 2.5 m diameter

• It weighs 69,000 kg excluding water

• Weight of water is approximately 

30,000 kg

• Access port diameters of 0.84 m and 

0.50 m (rotator on large lid allows 

360°rotation of test objects)

• Hydrostatic pressure up to 7 MPa

• Water temperature 2 °C to 35 °C

• Pressure cycling at defined rates up to 

1.5 MPa per minute

• Separation between devices from 0.8 m 

to 2.5 m

• Air mounts for both vibration and 

acoustic isolation
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APV Control system

• All non-acoustic tasks including pressurisation are carried out via 

the control software

• All of the system’s key information is displayed on the main 

window
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Calibrations at simulated ocean conditions

• Need rapid calibration methods to 

maximise measurement 

efficiency

• Relative methods

• Comparison calibrations

• Need reference hydrophones and 

transducers to use for 

comparisons 

• Need to be calibrated by absolute 

method under simulated ocean 

conditions

• Free field reciprocity

• At NPL, we calibrate our 

reference devices using free-field 

reciprocity over the complete 

range of temperature and 

pressure 

• Reference devices then used to 

calibrate device under test by 

relative calibration method

• Best to choose reference devices 

that are quite stable with 

temperature and depth

• Same methods used as for 

laboratory open tanks and open-

water facility
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Absolute calibrations in the APV

• Conducted by three-transducer spherical-wave reciprocity

• High accuracy and no need for reference transducers

• Time consuming and requires three measurement configurations

• Co-linear configuration and rotatable dual mount used for speed

• Absolute calibrations performed on reference transducers
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Reference transducers

• Reference devices should be reasonably stable with 

temperature and pressure

• Absolute calibrations conducted to provide the reference 

sensitivity at ambient pressure and nominal temperature

• Absolute calibrations conducted at a series of pressures and 

temperatures over operational environmental conditions 

• Calibration results are analysed using a mathematical model 

fitted to the data to derive sensitivity coefficients for pressure 

and temperature variation

• Ideally, linear coefficients used (but polynomial fit is possible)
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Relative calibration methods

• reference hydrophone or projector is

used to calibrate a device under test

• reference device is previously calibrated

absolutely

Comparison with reference hydrophone
(i) projector  reference hydrophone

(ii) projector  hydrophone under test
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Calibrated reference projector method

Calibrated reference hydrophone 

method (to calibrate a projector)

reference projector  hydrophone 

under test

projector under test  reference hydrophone 



Example application 1: open water test facility
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Example application 1

Temperature coefficients 

for 50 kHz projector used 

at NPL open water facility

• Providing traceability for measurements at open-water facility

• Seasonal variations in water temperature

• Typically 4 °C to 20 °C

• Can use historical data for calibrations to model performance of 

reference transducers with temperature – use data from many years

• But can characterise in APV in controlled manner in a few hours

• Comparison of results can be used for validation

Comparison of modelled 

data over 10 year period (-) 

with APV data (x)
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Example application 2

• Providing traceability for measurements at open-water facility

• Full characterisation of new piezoelectric composite reference 

projectors undertaken

• Broadband response shows good stability and gradual linear change 

with temperature
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Example results 1

• hydrophones may be 

characterised for performance 

variation with:

– temperature

– depth (pressure)

• previously unknown 

characteristics revealed

• simple element designs tend to 

be more stable

• eg “ball” hydrophones

• Electrical impedance is good 

indicator of likely variation
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Example results 2

Small cylindrical hydrophone: 

performance with temperature

Sensitivity variation evident from 

electrical impedance data
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Summary

• Standards for underwater acoustics at simulated ocean conditions 

are provided in the UK by NPL using the Acoustic Pressure Vessel

• hydrostatic pressures of up to just under 7 MPa

• water temperatures ranging from 2 °C to 35 °C

• It is possible to characterise underwater acoustic devices using both 

absolute and relative measurements methods

• relative measurement methods are performed much more rapidly, but 

need reference transducers that have been absolutely calibrated over 

the environmental conditions of interest

• Traceability is provided for open water facility reference transducers 

for variation in sensitivity with temperature

• Calibrations provided for customers to determine performance at real 

ocean conditions

• Characterisation may be undertaken of the performance of 

commercial devices so that corrections may be applied if required
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The National Measurement System is the UK’s national infrastructure of measurement

Laboratories, which deliver world-class measurement science and technology through four

National Measurement Institutes (NMIs): LGC, NPL the National Physical Laboratory, TUV NEL

The former National Engineering Laboratory, and the National Measurement Office (NMO).

The National Measurement System delivers world-class 

measurement science & technology through these organisations
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